
MEDICINE

Hook - Wilson 6-10

Body - Silver Paint

Hackle - Teal Blue cock

Wing - Teal

Head - Red

Hugh Falkus was one of the first to study Sea Trout and develop meth-

ods and flies to specifically target them, up till then it had been up sized

trout gear or down sized salmon gear. He wrote a seminal book on the

subject Sea Trout Fishing. I would encourage anybody who wants to

catch Sea Trout to get a copy. These are his creations.

Fix the hook in the vice. Paint the shank with Silver paint and let it dry.

Tie in the thread and form a small bed at the head. Rotate the hook.

Tear of a bunch of Teal Blue hackle fibres. Tie them in as a beard

hackle, giving them a nice fan shape and trim off the waste. Turn the

hook back up. Take a large Teal flank feather and cut off a section of

fibres 3 times as wide as the finished wing. Fold 1/3rd of slip of feather

back into the middle and then pull the other side back over this to

produce 3 layers.

Tie the wing on using the pinch and loop. Trim off the waste and form a

neat head and whip finish. Varnish the head.

There is another version with Bronze Mallard for the wing.
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SUNK LURE

This is for fishing the deep pools

on a sinking line in the middle of

the night

Tie up a Flyer rig with a single rear hook and single front hook. Paint the

hook shanks and the joining mono Silver.

Tie in Red thread on the front hook and form a small bed. Tie in a Teal

Blue dyed cock hackle on each side. They should just reach the end of

the flying hook. Tie in 2 strands of Peacock herl as a topping. Whip

finish the head and varnish.




